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Highlights 

• An architecture for numerical design of experiment configuration is proposed.  

• A bayesian network with a “multi-net” strategy is proposed. 

• Models are trained from historical data and expert knowledge. 

• The performances of the proposed method are validated through a case study. 

Abstract 

This paper describes a specific Knowledge-Based System (KBS) to assist designers in configuring 

Numerical Design of Experiments (NDoE) processes efficiently. NDoE processes are applied in 

product design to improve the quality of product, by taking into account variabilities and 

uncertainties. NDoE processes are defined by various and complex methodologies to achieve several 

objectives, as optimization, surrogate modeling or sensitivity analysis. On the other hand, NDoE 

processes may demand huge computing resources to execute hundreds simulations, and also 

advanced expert knowledge to set the best configuration amongst numerous possibilities. Designers 

aim to obtain most useful results with a minimal computational cost as soon as possible. Thus, the 

configuration step must be as fast as possible, and it must lead to an efficient combination of 

complex methods, algorithms and hyper-parameters, to obtain valuable information on the product. 

The proposed KBS and its inference engine, a bayesian network, is detailed and applied to a product 

developed by automotive industry. The KBS propose new efficient configurations to achieve 

designers' goal. This application shorten the configuration step of the NDoE process, and enables 

designers to use more complex methods. It also allows designers to capitalize knowledge and learn 

from each past NDoE process. 
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1. Introduction and context: numerical design of experiments 
configuration process 

 
Numerical simulation has become more and more used in a mechanical product development 

process. The product's behavior can be simulated at early stage of this process. This leads to make 

better and faster decisions about the product design. The product is optimized, its behavior is better 

understood, and less physical prototypes are required. Recent evolutions in computational 

capabilities, as High Performance Computing and cloud-computing, boosted the use of complex and 

accurate numerical models. Multi-physical and multi-levels models simulations of complex product 

and processes are more and more common, including many components, many interfaces and 

subjected to coupled phenomena. 

Numerical Designs of Experiments (NDoE) consist in applying DoE methodology on a numerical 

model of the product. NDoE are used to take into account uncertainties and variabilities of product’s 

properties and performances. NDoE are used, for instance, to optimize the product (Hu, Yao and 

Hua, 2008) or enhance its robustness (Patelli et al., 2012) at an early stage of the design process, 

without using any physical prototype.  

A NDoE is defined by an ordered sequence of simulations from a parameterized numerical model. 

Each simulation/experiment is defined by a specific set of values of model’s parameters. A NDoE 

process is defined by a NDoE, a numerical model and methods used to analyzed results Plenty of 

NDoE types exist, as factorial, Box-Behnken, Plackett-Burman or Doehlert designs, but also as space-

filling designs, such as Latin hypercubes, low discrepancy sequences or maximal entropy designs 

(Beal, Claeys-Bruno and Sergent, 2014; Garud, Karimi and Kraft, 2017; Yondo, Andrés and Valero, 

2018). Once the type of the NDoE and the number of experiment are defined, simulations are run, 

and results are obtained. Methods used to analyze these results must be also defined, in accordance 

with the NDoE (e.g. optimization algorithms, statistical methods, regression methods, etc.). 

Despite the usefulness of NDoE process to improve the design of products, two major drawbacks 

limit its application. 

First, a NDoE may be very expensive with complex and accurate simulations. Despite NDoE are used 

to organize and reduce the number of simulations, hundreds of complex simulations can be easily 

scheduled and automatically run. Also, uncertainty analysis may require numerous simulations to 

obtain accurate results. Computing resources are allocated during a long period for each NDoE 

process. If many long experiments are required, remaining computing resources may be insufficient 

for other projects. 

Second, NDoE increase the amount of generated data drastically. By executing complex and 

expensive simulations (e.g. a forming process, which can be modeled as a dynamic and non-linear 

analysis of a multi-components system subjected to heat transfers and plasticity), the company must 

cope with complex input data and many results. Applying NDoE methodology on such simulations 

multiplies this first large amount of data by the number of experiments. Data about the NDoE 

process itself, for process traceability, and outputs produced by analysis of results must also be 

managed,. All of these data must be managed to be shared and traced during the design process. 

The first drawback can be solved with efficient methods of NDoE results analysis, in order to: 
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• Reduce the number of relevant parameters (factors), and thus, the number of required 

experiments for future studies. By a sensitivity analysis, designers can focus on the most 

significant factors (and interactions) (Patelli et al., 2012) (Iooss and Lemaître, 2015). 

• Produce a surrogate model (or metamodel) by regression methods. A surrogate model 

replaces the initial numerical model by a simpler function, faster to be run, such as 

polynomial function or kriging (Castric et al., 2012) (Yondo, Andrés and Valero, 2018). Once 

the surrogate model is validated, it is used during future studies to obtain results fast and to 

shorten decision processes. It is also a way to capitalize the knowledge about the product. 

• Define the most useful NDoE. Designers must define the optimal sampling of the space 

formed by the set of factors. Adaptive NDoE are used to reduce the number of experiments, 

by defining iteratively optimal experiments (Forrester and Keane, 2009). For instance, a 

surrogate model can be improved by adaptive NDoE. If the surrogate model, based on a first 

NDoE, is not accurate enough, a new experiment is selected by an optimization algorithm. 

The new experiment is added to the initial NDoE, to improve the surrogate model. The 

selected experiment provides the best improvement for the surrogate model. 

These three ways contribute to shorten the NDoE process and decrease its computational cost. But, 

for each of them, many choices are demanded to the designer with many possibilities. The 

configuration of the NDoE process must be as efficient as possible. An efficient configuration leads to 

a NDoE process with minimal cost and relevant results. The configuration covers the selection of the 

type of NDoE (e.g. factorial design, latin hypercube sampling, space-filling sampling, etc.), the 

number of experiments, the type of surrogate model (and its specific parameters), the method for 

sensitivity analysis, the optimization algorithm for adaptive NDoE, etc. (Figure 1). These choices 

depend on the nature of the studied product (e.g. a complex behavior from a multi-physic model, 

many factors from a complex product), available computing resources and on the objective of the 

NDoE process (sensitivity analysis, surrogate modeling, product optimization, robustness analysis, 

etc.). An ill-configured NDoE process would lead to a loss of computing resources and useless results. 

All of these choices of methods, which are used to shorten the execution of the NDoE, may extend 

the configuration step. 

The configuration step requires expert knowledge for a fast definition of the best combination of 

methods which lead to an optimal NDoE process, fast and valuable. A lack of knowledge may limit 

the use of NDoE processes for industrial uses and complex products and processes. 
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Figure 1: Example of NDoE configuration problem for surrogate modelling.  

Some recommendations and guides about this configuration problem exist, but they are not 

exhaustive (Sanchez and Wan, 2012). Furthermore, some methods are subjected to a random 

behavior, as metaheuristics used for adaptive NDoE. An optimization approach was considered by 

(Gorissen, Dhaene and Turck, 2009). The authors focus on surrogate model type selection, based on 

an evolutionary optimization algorithm and on an adaptive NDoE. This strategy cannot be applied to 

every element of the configuration. For instance, the selection of the NDoE type by an optimization 

algorithm would lead to a very expensive process, since each type of NDoE requires a completely 

new set of experiments which must be executed. Another solution consists in reusing knowledge and 

data capitalized by the enterprise (Blondet et al., 2015) to increase the profitability of designers' 

activities. 

The knowledge, concerning the NDoE process configuration, can be capitalized and reused by 

Knowledge-Based Systems (KBS). KBS are a specific branch of Artificial Intelligence (AI) (Kiritsis, 

1995), which aims to solve problems faster than humans by exploiting data and knowledge more 

efficiently. A KBS can analyze knowledge by different reasoning strategies, as symbolic, statistical, 

connectionist (networks) and distributed intelligence approaches (e.g. multi-agent systems, swarm 

intelligence, etc.). Specific methods and systems must be used to gather, classify, trace and deliver a 

large amount of data and knowledge for different stakeholders in extended enterprises, during long 

periods. 

A KBS dedicated for NDoE processes may enhance the profitability of every product design processes 

in a company: 

• NDoE processes may be defined faster, with maximal efficiency. 

• More complex and efficient methods may be used easily. 

• The product is optimized earlier in the product development process. 
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• Data and knowledge about the product and NDoE processes are capitalized and can be 

reused for continuous improvements. 

• Human resources and computing resources are used more efficiently. 

• Designers can learn from the knowledge base to improve their skills. 

This paper presents a proposal of KBS dedicated to NDoE processes to solve the two identified 

drawbacks which prevent designers from using NDoE processes for complex products. The proposed 

KBS aims to shorten both the execution step and the configuration step of the NDoE process with 

data and knowledge management approaches. Section 2 is a literature review of AI methods to select 

the most appropriate reasoning method to reuse knowledge. Bayesian networks were chosen 

amongst main types of reasoning methods to be used as an inference engine. The Section 3 details 

the architecture, behavior and functionalities of the proposed KBS. Section 4 illustrates this proposal 

by an application on a mechanical product from automotive industries. 

2. Design of the knowledge-based system 
 
Knowledge management can be defined as “the creation and subsequent management of an 

environment which encourages knowledge to be created, shared, learnt, enhanced, organized for the 

benefit of the organization and its customers”(Sarrafzadeh, Martin and Hazeri, 2006). This is the main 

goal of the proposed KBS, specifically for NDoE processes. This section focuses on methods to reuse, 

improve and create new knowledge about NDoE processes. 

 

Knowledge is a major resource for companies. Knowledge management addresses several issues 

(Dalkir, 2005): 

• The extended enterprise relies on collaborative processes, which are based on knowledge 

sharing with the same comprehension between every stakeholders. 

• Knowledge must be capitalized and reused for competitiveness of companies. 

• Knowledge must not be lost. A knowledge base can be built to avoid knowledge losses when, 

for instance, an employee leaves the company. 

• Flows of information increases due to continuous progress of computing technologies. 

Companies must be more responsive to follow this progression. 

 

Knowledge management can be modeled by a three-stage-cycle (Dalkir, 2005) (Figure 2) . Created 

knowledge is assessed, regarding to its validity and its usefulness. Valid knowledge can be shared 

across the organization. The contextualization ensures traceability and adaptation to users' needs. 

Knowledge is reused and user can give a feedback to update and improve the knowledge. 

 

 
Figure 2: Knowledge management cycle, adapted from (Dalkir, 2005). 

Personal knowledge of each co-worker is capitalized, assessed, traced, shared, reused and improved 

within a global system. Knowledge dissemination and acquisition may demand several 

transformations. A model of transformation of knowledge was proposed by (Nonaka, Toyama and 
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Byosière, 2001). This model is based on the difference between explicit knowledge and tacit 

knowledge. Explicit knowledge can be easily disseminated and reproduced with written documents, 

manuals, procedures, schematics, etc. Tacit knowledge consists of personal experiences, know-how 

learned by practice, expertise. Tacit knowledge is harder to be expressed and shared without any 

loss. Another type of knowledge can be considered, the implicit knowledge, which is defined as the 

knowledge directly deduced from explicit knowledge, but not explicitly described. The difference 

between tacit, implicit and explicit knowledge is widely discussed by (Davies, 2015). The cycle of 

transformation between tacit and explicit knowledge (Figure 3) is built on four stages: 

 

1. Socialization: tacit knowledge is directly taught and learned by dialogue, observation, etc. 

2. Externalization: tacit knowledge is translated to explicit knowledge, able to be capitalized by 

the organization, with, for instance, written documents. 

3. Combination: Explicit knowledge is collected and processed to create new explicit 

knowledge. Gathering data to solve an equation and analyzing results is an example of 

knowledge combination. 

4. Internalization: Explicit knowledge is acquired, learned, experienced and understood by 

users. This explicit knowledge is transformed into know-how. 

 

 
Figure 3: Knowledge transformation cycle, adapted from (Nonaka, 2001). 

Designers need advanced knowledge and know-how to define the most efficient NDoE process fast. 

An automatic process able to combine explicit knowledge and propose solution to designers may 

help them for this task. The automatic combination of explicit knowledge can be managed by AI 

methods, such as logical expert systems and machine learning methods. Applications of automatic 

reasoning methods are more and more numerous in the domain of engineering (Salehi and 

Burgueño, 2018). While many expert systems based on logical reasoning were developed in the 90's 

(Wagner, 2017), AI reasoning methods are now massively applied to improve product design 

processes. These methods are able to learn from gathered data, to manage uncertainty, to recognize 

patterns and to analyze large amount of data (i.e. with the application of Deep Learning methods).  

 

One method must be selected to define a KBS for NDoE process. In the next sub-section, some of the 

main AI methods are compared to choose the most appropriate, among logical reasoning, uncertain 

reasoning and machine learning sub-domains (Figure 4). Several sub-domains were ignored, such as: 

• Optimization algorithms. They are not adapted for the NDoE process configuration, as 

discussed in the first section; 

• Text and image recognition, and robotics, which are not relevant in our context; 
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• Deep learning methods. Data on engineering practices may be too rare in industries to 

deploy deep learning methods. 

 

 
Figure 4: Main areas in Artificial Intelligence (Russell, 2010). 

2.1 Comparison and selection 
 
In this sub-section, main types of reasoning methods are compared according to some criteria to 

choose the most appropriate method to configure the NDoE process. The comparison follows the 

classification of AI domains, developed in (Russell, 2010) and focuses on logic reasoning methods, 

methods able to manage uncertain knowledge and machine learning methods. Logical reasoning, 

neural networks, decision trees, bayesian networks and case-based reasoning are compared 

according to 5 criteria. These criteria were defined in relation with partners in automotive and 

energy industries. These criteria must be fulfilled to ensure that the proposed KBS is adapted to help 

designers for NDoE configuration step: 

 

1. Explicit inference. The KBS is must not replace the designer. It must provide help and 

advices. It must be able to explain clearly its reasoning. 

 

2. Integrated Expert knowledge. Existing expert knowledge in a company must be integrated in 

the KBS as well as possible. At least, explicit knowledge should be supported by the system. 

Nevertheless, the existence of expert knowledge should not be mandatory for the KBS 

Unknown methods must not be disqualified because they were never used nor studied.. In 

this way, exploring new methods could be incited. 

 

3. Learning. The proposed KBS must support the lack of expert knowledge. It must be able to 

learn from previous executed NDoE processes. This empirical type of reasoning would 

compensate the lack of prior knowledge, let the system propose innovative NDoE 

configurations and let it discover new knowledge. 

 

4. Discrete and continuous data support. Most of choices designers must make are discrete. 

For instance, the type of NDoE is limited to categorical choices: full factorial, Box-Behnken, 

Latin Hypercube Sampling, etc. Some others variables are continuous, as convergence 

thresholds for optimization algorithms, or performance indicators of the NDoE process, as 

execution time or accuracy and predictivity of a surrogate model. 

 

5. Random behavior support. Some algorithms used during the NDoE process have a random 

behavior, as metaheuristics used for adaptive NDoE (evolutionary or swarm-based 

algorithms). Thus, identical NDoE configurations may lead to different, or contradictory, 

results and performances. The KBS should not be too sensitive to this phenomenon. 

 

2.1.1 Logical-rule based expert systems 
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Several expert systems based on formal logic reasoning were developed to provide a decision-aid 

system for design of experiments. DEXPERT (Lorenzen et al., 1992) is an expert system based on a set 

of logical rules. It assists designers in defining physical experiments. It covers DoE objectives as 

sensitivity and robustness analysis, optimization and surrogate modeling, but methods supported to 

fulfill these objectives are limited (e.g. few DoE types are considered, the only type of available 

surrogate model is polynomial model, etc.). DEXPERT embeds an interface, customized according to 

the user’s profile, which propose an efficient DoE configuration and explain the reasons of this 

proposition. Every change of the DoE are capitalized and traced, but these data are not reused to 

improve the system. DEXPERT is unable to learn from capitalized data.  

 

Similar systems were proposed by (Chen, 1991; Weiner, 1992; Naranje and Kumar, 2014) and have 

the same limitations. The main limitation of this approach is the requirement of an exhaustive and 

accurate definition of rules. A second limitation is its inflexible behavior, which can dismiss several 

solutions which may be good. Fuzzy logic alleviates these limitations by taking into account the 

inaccuracy of the knowledge(Urrea, Henríquez and Jamett, 2015)proposed a fuzzy expert system to 

select automatically the most adapted materials for a mechanical structure. The integration of fuzzy 

logic is an evolution for expert systems, useful to represent uncertain rules. 

 

More recently, a learning ability was added to rule-based expert systems, by using the Inductive Logic 

Programming (ILP) method. Such a system was used for the numerical simulation process (Dolšak, 

2002). FEMDES (Finite Element Mesh Design Expert System) assists the designer during the meshing 

step to shorten the simulation process. The rule base embeds 1900 rules induced by ILP method and 

ten reference meshes. Thus, logic rule-based systems are able to learn from data, but it required 

coherent and validated data to build rules. Since some algorithms used in NDoE processes may have 

a random behavior, rule-based systems may be too sensitive to be applied. 

 

To conclude, logical expert systems do not fulfill criteria n°2, since expert knowledge is mandatory 

and not optional in expert systems, n°4, since expert systems cannot handle continuous data, and 

n°5 because of their sensitivity to randomness. 

2.1.2 Artificial neural networks 
 

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) were inspired by brain's neurons. An artificial neuron receives 

inputs from several sources and transform the combination of these inputs if this combination 

exceeds a given threshold. The principle of ANN is to link numerous neurons to each other, with a 

specific structure defined according to the type of problem to be solved. Many types of ANN exists 

(Schmidhuber, 2015; Tkáč and Verner, 2016), such as multi-layer feedforward networks, recurrent 

ANN, convolutional ANN, radial basis functions networks, generative adversarial networks, and many 

others. All of these types have different architectures and learning strategies to achieve different 

objectives, as regression, classification, pattern recognition (image, text, event), for different 

purposes, as detection, prediction and recommendation.  

 

ANN were applied to determine the best surrogate modeling method according to a specific problem 

(Cui et al., 2016). Deep learning method was used to improve finite-element method in 

computational mechanics (Oishi and Yagawa, 2017). ANN were also used to predict gasoline engine 

performance (Tasdemir et al., 2011). Another application for manufacturing uses this method for 

feature recognition and process planning (Ding and Matthews, 2009).  

 

ANN are able to automatically learn from data, even from noisy and incomplete data. ANN can 

handle complex behavior with multiple variables. But, the main drawback of ANN is their “black-box” 
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aspect. It is very difficult to explain a decision made from an ANN. Thus, the criterion n°1 is not 

fulfilled by ANN. It is also difficult to explicitly add expert knowledge inside the ANN. 

2.1.3 Decision trees 
 
Decision trees are based on a hierarchical sequence of tests performs on learning data, to build a 

tree. Different types of decision tree algorithms exist, as CART (Breiman, 2001), C4.5 (Quinlan, 1996), 

CHAID (Kass, 1980), and also several evolutions, as random forest. Decision trees can be used for 

feature selection and classification, for instance, for fault diagnosis (Sakthivel, Sugumaran and 

Babudevasenapati, 2010). 

 
These methods are non-parametric (no hypothesis on data distribution), non-linear, robust and easy 

to understand by a clear graphical representation. Over-fitting effects can be limited by corrective 

methods, as pruning methods (Sahin, Tolun and Hassanpour, 2012). But, it is impossible to pre-define 

the structure of the tree. The structure is computed automatically. Thus, a decision tree cannot be 

enriched by user's knowledge (Bayat et al., 2009). The criterion n°2 is not fulfilled. 

2.1.4 Bayesian network 
 

Bayesian network is defined as a directed acyclic graph. This graph is composed of nodes (linked to a 

probability distribution) which are connected to each other to illustrate dependencies and causations 

(linked to conditional probability distributions) (Naïm et al., 2007; Russell, 2010). A bayesian network 

is built with a two-steps approach. First, the structure (the graph) is determined. It can be 

determined with manual settings (a given relationship is forbidden, or demanded) done by an expert, 

and learned from data. Concerning structure learning, many algorithms exists, mainly based on 

statistical independence tests or on a score (Naïm et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2017). Second, probability 

distributions are determined according to the structure. These distributions can be based on expert 

knowledge and/or computed by statistical methods (e.g. maximum likelihood estimator). 

 

Bayesian networks were used for process optimization. For instance, they were used in an adaptive 

DoE process to define new experiment for high-dimensional problems (Slanzi and Poli, 2014). 

Bayesian networks are also more and more used for manufacturing processes (Poeschl et al., 2017), 

to improve machine assignments (Hanafy and ElMaraghy, 2014) or to predict the quality of a 

machining process (Correa, Bielza and Pamies-Teixeira, 2009).  

 

Bayesian networks can represent uncertain knowledge with clarity by a graph and probability tables. 

The structure of the network and probability distributions can be defined by the user according to its 

knowledge. Then, the structure and distributions are completed by learning algorithms. Bayesian 

networks are able to determine as discrete as continuous variables. Bayesian networks fulfil every 

criterion. 

2.1.5 Case-based reasoning 
 
Case-based reasoning is a method to reuse and adapt solutions applied to former problems for a new 

problem. This type of method is composed of 4 main steps (Aamodt and Plaza, 1994): 

 

1. Retrieve similar cases. Many methods to measure the similarity exists (Lopez de Mantaras et al., 

2005); 

2. Reuse knowledge linked to these similar cases to solve the new problem. It can be done by 

reusing the solution used for the most similar case, or by reusing the method which generated 

the solution for the most similar case; 
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3. Revise the solution or the method to fit to the new problem; 

4. Retain and memorize this new case to enrich the knowledge base. 

 

This type of reasoning method was applied for numerical simulation, to propose automatically a 

mesh for finite-element models (Khan, Chaudhry and Sarosh, 2014), or to improve efficiency of 

mechanical design processes 

 

Case-based reasoning methods are able to learn from data and to give clear explanation of proposed 

solutions. However, expert knowledge is mandatory to define rules to reuse and adapt a solution for 

a new problem. Expert knowledge is not optional, and the criterion n°2 is not fulfilled. 

2.1.6 Hybrid systems 
 

Hybrid KBS combine several approaches in their inference engine. A large amount of different 

hybridization has been developed in the last decade (Sahin, Tolun and Hassanpour, 2012; Tkáč and 

Verner, 2016). The aim of this approach is to propose a more efficient inference engine, which 

combine advantages of many different systems. They can combine, for example, ANN, decision trees, 

formal logic, fuzzy logic or evolutionary algorithms. Hybrid systems can have various properties, 

following integrated methods. They were not included into the comparison for this first attempt. 

2.2 Reasoning method selection 
 

This review covers main methods for data and knowledge analysis, in order to select one of them and 

to use it as an inference engine. It is a first attempt to define a relevant reasoning strategy. At this 

step, the covered methods were not compared in terms of predictive performance. 

 

Bayesian networks satisfy every criterion previously defined (Table 1). They are able to give clear 

explanation of decision; they can learn from data, they can be enriched by expert knowledge if it 

exists in the company; they can represent uncertainties, for instance, about the efficiency of a NDoE 

configuration with random behavior, and they support both continuous and discrete data.  

 

Table 1: Comparison between knowledge analysis methods. 

Type of reasoning 
Criterion 

Method 
N°1 N°2 N°3 N°4 N°5 

Logic-based expert systems Formal-logic, fuzzy logic, ILP �  �   

Machine learning 

Artificial Neural Networks   � � � 

Decision trees �  � � � 

Bayesian networks � � � � � 

Case-based reasoning �  � � � 

Criteria: 1- Explicit inference; 2-Optional support of expert knowledge; 3- Learning; 4- Discrete and 

continuous data support; 5- random behavior support. 

This review can be completed by studying the large variety of other approaches and complex 

strategies of reasoning. Hybrid systems have been temporarily dismissed, and many other algorithms 

exists in machine learning (non-parametric models, support vector machine, etc.). Other strategies, 

such as unsupervised learning and reinforcement learning methods could be also useful. 

Unsupervised learning can classify data without any results (before the execution of an NDoE 

configuration). Reinforcement learning methods may improve the learning phase by a strategy of 
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reward and punishment, which may be more responsive than supervised learning to learn on 

completely new configuration. 

 

The next section details the application of bayesian networks to predict an efficient configuration of 

NDoE process and to assess the efficiency of a specific configuration, to help designers to set and 

execute this process faster. 

3 A bayesian KBS for NDoE processes 

3.1 Global architecture 
 
The general architecture of the proposed KBS is composed of the NDoE process, a knowledge base 

and inference engine (Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5: Architecture of the proposed KBS for NDoE processes. 

The NDoE process is based on a validated parameterized numerical model and a simulation process 

able to run each experiment. The process must be completely defined to be executed. The definition 

covers an objective (e.g. sensitivity analysis, surrogate modeling, optimization, etc.), constraints (e.g. 

time limit, a targeted accuracy of a surrogate model, etc.) and the configuration of the methods 

involved in the NDoE process. The configuration consists in defining methods and algorithms 

required to fulfill the objective and constraints. For instance, a NDoE process configuration may be 

defined by a number of experiments, a specific sampling method, a surrogate model type, etc. Once 

the NDoE process is defined, experiments are executed and outputs are computed. These data (i.e. 
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each experiment associated with its results) are analyzed to obtain final results (e.g. a surrogate 

model, or an optimal product design). 

A user interface, not represented here, is used to ensure a bi-directional communication with the 

user. The user is able to define a known part of the NDoE process, to ask the system for a complete 

configuration with explanations, and to validate or modify the proposed configuration. 

The knowledge base is supported by a specific ontology for NDoE, which was developed in a previous 

work to support knowledge externalization and internalization steps (Blondet et al., 2018). The 

inference engine reasons on the knowledge to assist the designer to set the most efficient NDoE 

process according to a specific problem. As discussed in the previous section, bayesian networks are 

the most appropriate method for this application. 

The ontology and the bayesian inference engine are described further. 

3.2 Ontology 
 
Amongst existing definitions of ontology, the term can be defined as a description of a domain of 

knowledge used by a community of agent, with proper concepts and relation between these 

concepts (El Kadiri and Kiritsis, 2015). In our context, concepts are every type of data and metadata 

related to NDoE processes, and agents mean engineers, designers and, more generally, users of 

NDoE. 

By means of this ontology, knowledge and data are gathered, structured, traced and shared in a 

comprehensive way in collaborative organization. Every NDoE process is an instance of this ontology. 

The design of this ontology was motivated by 3 reasons: 

1. It provides a first logical reasoning step. The ontology is based on OWL (Web Ontology 

Language), which enables the use of logical reasonner to check if the knowledge base is 

coherent, and to make logical deductions on concepts and instances. 

2. It supports knowledge sharing between users by a common comprehension of concepts. 

Clear semantic relationships between concepts can be defined to enhance knowledge 

sharing between different teams and departments involved in the development of a specific 

product. 

3. The description of concepts does not depend on the technical implementation and can be 

reused in other contexts. A common core of concepts and semantic relationships is defined 

and can be specialized in different contexts. 

The global view of the ontology (Figure 6) shows the main concepts of the semantic domain of NDoE. 

A specific taxonomy was developed and enriched by semantic relationships. For instance, the class 

"NDoE Type" is linked to its own sub-classes, which are the different types of NDoE (e.g. full factorial 

design, Latin Hypercube Sampling, etc.). More complex semantic relationships are added to this 

taxonomy. For instance, a NDoE is defined by factors, a NDoE type, and can be used to compute a 

surrogate model. All of these relationships are used to check the consistency and the coherence of 

the ontology and its instances. Each instance is a NDoE process, with its configuration, its objective, 

its constraints and its results. 
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An ontology is also supposed to be linked to other existing ontologies. An ontology must be 

consistent with others ontologies to form an extended semantic description of a wider domain. The 

ontology developed for the KBS is linked to other ontologies with appropriate semantic 

relationships. STATO1 and EXPO (Soldatova and King, 2006; Vanschoren and Soldatova, 2010) detail 

DoE, statistical methods and algorithms. The process-oriented ontology PARO (Le Duigou and 

Bernard, 2011) is also linked to the proposed ontology. For instance, PARO provides a detailed 

description of the concept "Resources", as human and technical resources available in a project. 

 

Figure 6: Global view of the ontology developed for the KBS (arrows are semantic relationships).  

The knowledge base contains all data required to define the NDoE process, in connection with 

product and project data. More specifically, it contains the entire definition of each NDoE process, 

results from experiments and analysis, and performance indicators (e.g. execution time, accuracy 

and predictivity measures for a surrogate model, number of added experiments in case of an 

adaptive NDoE, etc.). 

The inference engine, detailed in the next sub-section, is based on a dataset extracted from the 

ontology. 

3.3 Inference engine 
 
The inference engine must be defined to manage the configuration step of the NDoE process. Two 

modes are considered (Figure 5). First, designers have an incomplete knowledge about the right 

configuration for their specific context. They may know, for example, what kind of surrogate model 

should be used, but they do not know how many experiments are required. Elements which are 

missing in the configuration are proposed by the inference engine, according to the context (e.g. type 

                                                             
1
 https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ols/ontologies/stato 
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of product), the objective (e.g. to produce a surrogate model) and some constraints (e.g. limited 

resources, time limit, accuracy required for results). In the second mode, the inference engine starts 

with a complete user-defined configuration. The inference engine predicts the performance of this 

configuration, such as execution time, the accuracy of the results, etc. If these performance 

indicators do not match with designers’ requirements, the KBS switch on the first mode to propose 

new and better configurations. These predictions must be proposed with some indicators to inform 

the designer whether these predictions are trustworthy or not. 

In order to set a bayesian network to assist designers in defining a NDoE process, three steps are 

required: (1) the selection and the definition of the network’s variables; (2) the estimation of the 

structure and probability distributions by learning from data and/or adding expert knowledge; and 

(3) the validation of the bayesian network, to control the trustworthiness of its predictions. Next sub-

sections give details about these three steps. More generally, the process to define the bayesian 

network follows Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) methodology (Lara et al., 2014). Available 

data extracted in the knowledge base must be filtered, cleaned and transformed to be analyzed 

efficiently. 

3.3.1 Definition of bayesian network variables 
 
As a first step, variables must be defined. In this context, each variable is an element of the 

configuration of the NDoE process, or a measurement of its performance (e.g. execution time, 

accuracy of a surrogate model, etc.). 

 

These variables are selected according to designers’ needs. If they do not know what type of DoE 

should be selected, the variable “DoE_Type” must be included. Then, it depends on the objective of 

the NDoE process. For instance, if the objective is to produce a surrogate model, a variable describing 

the type of sensitivity analysis is useless. The main goal of variable selection is to minimize the 

number of variables to keep the network as simple as possible. 

 

Three types of bayesian network's variables are considered: 

• A discrete qualitative variable has a finite number of possibilities – or events. For example, 

the variable “DoE_Type” can be defined with a finite number of type of DoE, such as Latin 

Hypercube Sampling, Full Factorial design, etc. 

• A discrete quantitative variable may have a high number of event, like the variable “Number 

of Experiments” (positive integer). Usually, a NDoE may involve hundreds simulations. If the 

scope of NDoE methods is extended to Monte Carlo sampling method, the number of 

simulation could be higher than 10 000 simulations. In this case, an efficient approach is to 

discretize this set into several smaller sets. The number of sets and their ranges must be 

carefully chosen, as they can have a significant effect on predictions of the KBS. 

• A continuous variable can be modeled by a continuous probability distribution, but it can be 

also discretized to simplify the reasoning process. 

 

An approach to simplify the bayesian network is to apply a “multi-net” strategy (Naïm et al., 2007). 

The exhaustive network is cut with the externalization of specific variables. For NDoE process, the 

variable “NDoE objective” is a discrete qualitative variable. Each event of this variable, such as 

“surrogate modeling” or “sensitivity analysis” will cause the exclusive use of other variables. Two 

different, and simpler, sub-networks can be defined for each of these two events. 

3.3.2 Learning step 
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The second step is the determination of the structure and probability distributions to define the 

bayesian network.  

 

The structure is the set of dependence links between each node (variable) of the network. These 

links must be directed from one node to another, and they must not create any cycle in the network. 

The aim of the structure is to model causal relationships between nodes. The structure is determined 

by expert knowledge and completed by a learning algorithm. The insertion of expert knowledge 

consists in declaring, a priori, dependence relationships between each couple of variables. A learning 

algorithm is then used to complete the structure of the network from observations. Many algorithms 

exist to detect possible links, based on statistical independence test (Spirtes, Glymour and Scheines, 

1993; Pearl, 2000), on a score (Akaike, 1970; Schwarz, 1978) or on hybrid algorithms (Scutari, 2014; 

Madsen et al., 2015). In this paper, the hill-climbing algorithm was considered to determine the 

structure for the use-case, as a proof of concept. The hill-climbing algorithm is based on a greedy 

search on possible structures. The selected structures maximize of the Bayesian Information Criterion 

(BIC) (Scutari, 2010). 

 

Probability distributions may be also estimated according to experts’ knowledge, by modeling the 

real distribution, such as normal or uniform distribution, or by setting manually the probability of 

each event. Then, missing distributions are estimated from the available data. Different methods 

exist to estimate these probability distributions, such as maximum likelihood, maximum a posteriori 

or expectation maximization. 

 

Bayesian estimators, such as the maximum a posteriori estimator, combine a frequentist approach 

and a probability distribution defined a priori. If a little amount of learning data are available, the 

probability distribution, defined by an expert or let as a uniform distribution (if the distribution is 

unknown), become more significant than data. Thus, if an unknown situation occurred, with a 

completely new context with no corresponding NDoE process, there will never be any impossible 

configuration. The KBS can be used even if there is a lack of data. This type of estimator was selected 

for the use-case of this paper for this reason. 

3.3.3 Validation step 
 
The validation of the bayesian network consists in a cross-validation to assess its ability to propose 

good predictions. A common way is to split the dataset in two subsets. The first subset (e.g. 80% of 

the whole dataset) is used for the learning step, and the second subset is used to validate the 

learning step (Powers, 2011). 

 

Once the structure and probabilities are completely determined, the bayesian network is assessed on 

the validation subset, and a series of confusion matrices is computed. Each confusion matrix is 

specific to a given variable. 

 

Common indicators used in machine learning are computed from this matrix (detailed in (Powers, 

2011)), such as the precision (Predicted Positive Value, PPV), the sensitivity (True Positive Rate, TPR), 

the fall-out (False Positive Rate, FPR), the Negative Predicted Value (NPV) and the Specificity (True 

Negative Rate, TNR) of the bayesian network, for this variable. These indicators are illustrated by a 

histogram (Figure 8) to clearly warn designers that the bayesian network, for the selected variable, 

could give right or wrong predictions. 

 

Some other global classification errors are computed, as a k-fold-out error and a global accuracy. The 

statistics concerning the data distribution for each variable and event is also shown to check if the 

dataset is balanced or not. 
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The next section describes an industrial application of this KBS, in an automotive industry. 

4 Use-case 
 
This section shows an application of the proposed KBS on a blower of HVAC system (Heating, 

Ventilation and Air-Conditioning) developed by an automotive supplier (Figure 7). The finite element 

model simulates the dynamical behavior of the blower, especially to design elastomer dampers 

between the rotor and the stator. The goal is to minimize the transfer of vibrations due to dynamic 

unbalances phenomena. 

 

 
Figure 7: HVAC system (left) and 3D-model of the air-blower (right) (Valeo©).  

The company applied NDoE processes to optimize their products, to identify the most influent 

geometric and material properties on the dynamic behavior, and to produce a surrogate model of 

the finite element model to accelerate future decision processes. For this finite element model, eight 

physical parameters, named factors, were defined. These factors covers six geometric parameters, 

the stiffness of the elastomer and the phase difference between rotor and stator. 

 

The goal of this case-study is to illustrate the usefulness of the application of a KBS based on bayesian 

networks in the context of the product design process. In this context, few data are available. Thus, 

the case-study is based on a relatively small dataset. The use-case shows how this KBS could assist 

designers to configure their NDoE process faster to produce an effective surrogate model of the 

finite-element model of the air-blower. Then, the surrogate model is used interactively to make 

decision fast during meetings. Thanks to the surrogate model, the behavior of the product is stored 

in a lighter and more neutral form. There is no need to use the simulation software, or to keep it 

operational, to regenerate the results after several decades. 

 

The proposed KBS was implemented with following components: 

• The inference engine, a bayesian network, is based on the R package ‘bnlearn’ (Scutari, 2010; 

Denis and Scutari, 2014); 

• The knowledge base was designed in Protégé 5 and used with Virtuoso Universal Server®; 

• The NDoE process was built on a set of Python scripts in connection with the software Uranie 

(Gaudier, 2010). Each experiment/simulation is done by the finite element method solver 

Code_Aster2. 

4.1 Definition of variables and generation of the dataset 
 

                                                             
2
 http ://www.code-aster.org/ 
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The variables of NDoE process configuration were defined according to the surrogate modeling 

objective and the available methods in Uranie (Table 2). NDoE process configurations were 

generated randomly according to variables and event defined in Table 2. For instance, a 

configuration can be composed of a NDoE based on Latin Hypercube Sampling, with 17 experiments, 

a polynomial chaos model with a maximal degree of 2. 

 

Table 2: Variables of NDoE process configuration considered in the use-case and associated events. 

Name Events Description 
Configuration 

generation 

Type of DoE 

Latin Hypercube 

Sampling ; Halton 

sequence ; Sobol 

sequence. 

Type of sampling method to 

define each experiment. 
Equiprobable choice. 

Number of 

experiments 

[5-15] ; [16-26] ; [27-

37] ; [38-50] 

Size of the NDoE in terms of 

scheduled simulations. 

Equiprobable choice 

in [5-50]. 

Type of 

surrogate model 

Polynomial chaos ; 

Kriging 

Method to compute a regression 

model on experiments' results. 
Equiprobable choice. 

Polynomial 

chaos degree 
0 (no) ; 1 ; 2 

The maximal degree of the 

polynomial basis. The degree 0 

means the kriging is used. 

Depending on the 

number of 

experiments. 

<25 : degree = 1.  

>25: degree = 2 . 

Kriging_Trend 

(trend function) 

0 (no) ; constant ; 

linear 

The hyper parameters of kriging 

surrogate model implemented in 

Uranie. The optimization 

algorithm is used to compute the 

surrogate model from 

experiments. 0 means the 

polynomial chaos model was 

used. 

Equiprobable choice. 

Kriging Corr_ 

Func 

(Correlation 

function) 

0 (no) ; Gauss ; 

exponential ; Matern 

3/2 ; Matern 5/2 ; 

Matern 7/2 

Equiprobable choice. 

Kriging kniter 

(number of 

iteration) 

0 (no) ; [1;500] ; 

[501;1000] ; 

[1001;1500] 

Equiprobable choice 

between 100, 200, 

500, 800, 1000, 

1200, 1500 

Kriging criterion 
0 (no) ; LOO ; ML ; 

ReML 
Equiprobable choice. 

Kriging 

Optimization 

algorithm 

0 (no) ; BFGS ; 

NelderMead ; 

BOBYQA 

Equiprobable choice. 

Kriging Scr_size 

(Screening size) 

0 (no) ; [1;250] ; 

[251;500] 

Equiprobable choice 

between 100, 200, 

300, 400 and 500 

Output variables  

Surrogate 

model accuracy 

(LooNRMSE) 

<0.001 ; [0.001,0.01] 

; [0.01;0.05] ; >0.05 ; 

FAIL 

This estimates accuracy of the 

surrogate model. It is obtained 

by Leave-One-Out (Loo) 

Normalized Root Mean Squared 

Error. The FAIL event means an 

error occurred. 

 

Surrogate 

model 

predictivity 

<0.90 ; 0.90-0.99 ; 

>0.99 ; FAIL 

This estimates the predictivity of 

the surrogate model. It is 

obtained by Leave-One-Out (Loo) 
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(LooQ²) with the Q² estimator (Iooss and 
Lemaître, 2015). The FAIL event 

means an error occurred. The 

closest to 1 is the best. 

 

 
Based on air-blower finite-element model, 2000 NDoE processes were executed to create a first 

dataset to assess our proposal. 2000 configurations is a high number since the capitalization of NDoE 

data is rare in mechanical industries, but it covers almost 0.5% of possible configurations only, in 

accordance with considered variables and events. The aim of this KBS is to help designers even with a 

small dataset. 

 

Each configuration had the same probability to be generated. The only exception concerns the 

degree of polynomial chaos models. The degree and the number of experiment are dependent. The 

number of experiments n, required to compute coefficients of the polynomial models, is determined 

by � = 	
�����!

�!�!
 , where p is the degree of the polynomial basis, and q is the number of factors of the 

finite element model. Thus, with 8 factors, 45 experiments are required for a degree of 2. In this use-

case, mistakes were deliberately added in the dataset to simulate some human errors and to assess 

the ability of the KBS to discover the rule by itself. This equation was not followed to generate the 

dataset. But, to generate the dataset, the degree of the polynomial basis can be 2 from 25 

experiments. 

 

This dataset does not aim to be complete and perfect. Such a dataset may be considered as a large 

dataset in mechanical design departments. Thus, even with uniform distributions to generate NDoE 

process configurations, some methods actually occurs more often than others and some specific 

configurations were not in the dataset. Some variables of the bayesian networks may suffer from lack 

of data. These imperfections were deliberately kept to illustrate more realistic situations. These 

NDoE configurations were executed, and stored and structured with their results in the ontology 

(Blondet et al., 2018). 

 
Relevant data are extracted from the ontology with SPARQL3 requests. These data are selected 

regarding the context of the current study (e.g. type of simulation model) and the objective of the 

NDoE process. It concerns, for this case study, every NDoE process based on models of dynamic 

behavior used to produce a surrogate model. 

4.2 Learning step 
 
The learning dataset is 80% of the full dataset. The structure is determined, in this case, only by 

learning from data. No expert knowledge was included. The hill-climbing algorithm was used to 

estimate the graph, as shown in Figure 8. This graph shows the dependencies between the variables 

of the configuration of the NDoE process. The full dataset is not supposed to be complete nor 

balanced. This choice aims to reproduce a realistic situation during a product design process. Thus, 

the graph of the bayesian network is an estimation at a given time. This graph will be improved with 

the progressive enrichment of the knowledge base.  

                                                             
3
 SPARQL stands for SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language. It is a recursive acronym. RDF stands for 

Resource Description Framework. 
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Figure 8: Structure of the bayesian network obtained by Hill-Climbing algorithm. 

 
In this case, the type of DoE has no influence on the quality of the surrogate model. The only expert 

rule included in the generation of the dataset, which concerns the degree of polynomial chaos model 

according to the number of experiment, has been recognized by the hill-climbing algorithm. 

 

Probability distributions are determined by a bayesian estimator included inside bnlearn packages 

(Scutari, 2010), combining an estimation from data and from a priori uniform probability distribution. 

In this use case, the estimator was set to favor data. Events absent from the learning dataset are 

modeled by uniform distribution, so that the KBS can propose innovative configurations. 

 

4.3 Predictivity of the bayesian network 
 
To inform the designer about the trustworthiness of KBS's predictions, a confusion matrix and 

performance indicators are computed for each variable/node. Table 3 details these computations for 

a specific node of the graph.  

 

For this variable, the predictivity of the bayesian network is good, but it depends on the event. First, 

dataset is unbalanced. Some events have a higher amount of data than the others. Second, the 

validation dataset is nearly as unbalanced as the learning dataset: these two datasets are consistent. 

Third, values of performance indicators vary over events. For instance, there will be much more false 

positive prediction for the event ">0.99" than for the event "<0.90". Moreover, designers are 

informed that the event "FAIL" shows a risk of overfitting by predicting perfectly the result. 

 

With these indicators, designers have a tool to assess predictions proposed by the bayesian network. 

They can evaluate the risk caused by making the decision, for example, to follow advice given by the 

inference engine. 

 

 

 

 

Type of DoE
Number of 

experiments

Polynomial 

Chaos

Degree

Surrogate 

model 

predictivity

LooQ2

Kriging

Corr_Func

Kriging

niter

Surrogate 

model 

accuracy

LooNRMSE

Kriging

criterion

Type of 

surrogate 

model

Kriging

Opt alg

Kriging

Scr_Size

Kriging_

Trend
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Table 3: Example of confusion matrix of the bayesian network applied for the use-case and performance 

indicators. 

Surrogate model predictivity 

LooQ²   Predicted by the bayesian network 

  Events <0.90 0.90-0.99 >0.99 FAIL 

Observed in the validation 

subset 

<0.90 31 0 1 0 

0.90-0.99 7 94 24 0 

>0.99 0 6 165 0 

FAIL 0 0 0 72 

Dataset 

Number of learning data 1600 

Number of validation data 400 

Indicators for each event 

Data ratio for the learning dataset 6.63% 28.38% 42.94% 22.06% 

Data ratio for the validation dataset 8.00% 31.25% 42.75% 18.00% 

True Positive 31 94 165 72 

False Positive 7 6 25 0 

True Negative 361 269 204 328 

False Negative 1 21 6 0 

TPR: True Positive Rate (sensitivity) 96.88% 75.20% 96.49% 100% 

TNR: True Negative Rate (specificity) 98.10% 97.82% 89.08% 100% 

FPR: False Positive Rate 1.90% 2.18% 10.92% 0.00% 

PPV: Positive Predicted Value (precision) 81.58% 94.00% 86.84% 100% 

NPV: Negative Predicted Value 99.72% 89.67% 97.14% 100% 

Global indicators 

Global Accuracy 90.5% 

classification error (k-fold-out, k=5, 100 

repetitions) Mean : 11.27%, standard deviation : 0.0006 

 
Then, a graphical representation is generated and shown to designers (Figure 8). This histogram was 

generated for the node "Surrogate model predictivity LooQ2. Four events were considered: Q²<0.90 

(bad surrogate model), Q² ∈ [0.90	; 	0.99] (good surrogate model), Q²>0.99 (excellent surrogate 

model) and “FAIL”, which indicate an error in the surrogate modelling process. 
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Figure 9: Indicators of the predictive performance of the bayesian network for the variable "surrogate model 

predictivity". 

4.4 Requests to the bayesian network 
 

Designers want to apply a NDoE process on the finite-element model of the air blower to obtain a 

surrogate model. First, they propose a complete user-defined configuration to predict its 

performance. 

 

The bayesian network evaluates the probability to obtain the required accuracy (LooNRMSE) and 

predictivity (LooQ²) level for the surrogate model with the user-defined configuration (Table 4). 

 

Table 4: User-defined configuration proposed to the bayesian network. 

Variable of the configuration Value 

Objective Surrogate modelling 

Minimal accuracy (LooNRMSE) 0.05 

Minimal predictivity level (LooQ²) 0.98 

Strategy Non-adaptive 

Numerical model Rotor1a 

Type of NDoE Halton 

Number of experiments 15 

Type of surrogate model Kriging 

Kriging model’s internal parameters 

Correlation function Matern 7/2 

Trend function Linear 

Optimization criterion Leave-One-Out 

Optimization algorithm BOBYQA 

Maximal number of iterations 800 

Initial screening sampling 200 

 
The probability of this event (Table 5), estimated by bnlearn, is 0 according to this bayesian network. 

This result is due to an approximated inference algorithm used in bnlearn, based on 100000 
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simulated NDoE configurations, obtained by re-sampling techniques. However, it shows it is nearly 

impossible to obtain required performances with this configuration. 

 

Table 5: Request to predict the performance of the user-defined configuration. 

cpquery(fitted, 
event = (LooNRMSE == "0.01-0.05" & LooQ2 == "0.90-0.99"), 
evidence= (Nb_Exp == '[5-15]' & DoE_Type =="halton"  
& Meta_Type == "Kriging" & Corr_Func == "matern7/2"  
& Scr_Size == "]0;250]" & Kniter=="]500-1000]"  
& Trend=="linear" & Kcrit =="LOO" & Koptalg =="BOBYQA"), n=100000) 

 
Since this configuration does not fulfill designer’s requirements, the KBS switch on the first inference 

mode, to propose new configurations. The use of the bayesian network is reversed to predict a list of 

the best configurations, by assessing every possible configuration (Figure 10). Designers can focus 

their choices on about only 10 configurations among thousands possible configurations. 

 

These results shows a low probability of success for polynomial chaos surrogate model of degree two 

with 38 to 50 experiments, and near-zero probabilities for less than 37 experiments. The rule, 

deliberately ignored to generate the dataset, is about to be identified empirically by the KBS. 

 

 
Figure 10: Excerpt of sorted configurations ranking, predicted by the KBS. Best configurations are on top. 

Designers select one of the most efficient configurations, with the lowest number of experiments, for 

instance the first one. At this stage, users are free to modify the proposed configuration as they wish. 

The final configuration is defined, as shown in Table 6. 
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Table 6: Final configuration of the NDoE process. 

Variable of the configuration Value 

Objective Surrogate modelling 

Minimal accuracy (Leave-one-out normalized 

root mean square error, LooNRMSE) 

0.05 

Minimal predictivity level (Q²) 0.98 

Strategy Non-adaptive 

Numerical model Rotor1a 

Type of NDoE Halton 

Number of experiments 15 

Type of surrogate model Kriging 

Kriging model’s internal parameters 

Correlation function Matern 7/2 

Trend function Linear 

Optimization criterion Maximum Likelyhood 

Optimization algorithm BOBYQA 

Maximal number of iterations 1500 

Initial screening sampling 250 

 

This configuration is set and the NDoE process is executed by Uranie and Code_Aster. As a result, the 

optimization of the HVAC system relies on a cheaper function. The optimal geometry and material 

properties of dampers are computed in several minutes instead of hours, but the correctness of the 

optimal result depends on the quality of the surrogate model.  

Then, the performance of this new NDoE process is computed. The kriging surrogate model is as 

accurate as predicted by the bayesian network. The observed accuracy was 0.011, while the 

predicted accuracy was between 0.01 and 0.05. But the predictivity of the surrogate model is better 

than expected. The probability that the value of predictivity was between 0.90 and 0.99 was equal to 

0.75 (Table 3). This wrong classification could have been expected, and it will not cause any loss for 

designers in this case. 

This new NDoE process, linked to these new observed results, is capitalized in the knowledge base. 

Thus, the dataset can continuously grow. The use of this proposed KBS shorten the configuration 

step of the NDoE process. From thousands possible configurations, the set of relevant configurations 

was reduced to ten in a very short time. Thus, designers obtained wanted results faster, without 

using too much computing resources (and then, usable for other design processes managed by other 

teams) nor loosing time to try and retry different configurations. In this specific case, the surrogate 

model is obtained earlier. This means simulations on the costly original model of the air-blower 

system are not required anymore. More simulations can be executed instantaneously, for instance 

during a project meeting. The product can be optimized earlier in the design process, and the design 

process itself is shortened. The capitalized knowledge is traced and reusable at will for next NDoE 

processes, by every designers in the company. Thus, every other projects in the company may profit 

from this KBS. The human and material resources assigned to the HVAC study can be reallocated 

earlier to others projects, and the knowledge capitalization can bring help for these other projects. 
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5 Conclusion 
 
This paper detailed our proposal to make the use of NDoE process more commonly used for product 

development processes. The solution proposed is based on the capitalization and the management 

of data and knowledge gathered in organizations. Capitalized knowledge is reused, analyzed to 

obtain new NDoE process configurations, adapted to a new context. The proposed Knowledge-Based 

System, using a bayesian network as inference engine, is able to give advice to designers, to integrate 

existing expert knowledge and to discover new knowledge from these analyses. It is also able to 

diagnose its abilities for prediction itself. The KBS relies on an ontological model to support the 

knowledge specific to NDoE process and enhance knowledge transformations processes. The KBS 

also relies on an inference engine which combine knowledge fast. 

Knowledge is continuously updated and capitalized. With the ontological structure, designers can 

learn from the KBS, and enrich it with their own personal reasoning. The application of this KBS may 

lead to more efficient design processes of complex products. It also leads to better product quality by 

controlling the effects of uncertainties, with minimal computational cost, earlier in the design 

process.  

To improve this inference engine, learning process could be enhanced, for instance by applying an 

hybrid system, or by applying other learning approach, such as unsupervised and reinforcement 

learning, to be more efficient with a minimal amount of capitalized data. The effect of the number of 

data (NDoE processes capitalized in the knowledge base) should be studied to evaluate its ability to 

be use on small knowledge bases. The system is currently set in an automotive company to be 

validated in an extended enterprise. 
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